
Enhance Employee Experience with Video 
Your employee experience just got better. Squigl empowers L&D  
professionals to easily create engaging, memorable, just-in-time video 
content for training, on-boarding and more. 
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From compliance to new products 
to hard and soft skills that will 
help your team succeed - training 
content needs to stick.  
 
By pairing audio with simple images 
related to keywords in your script, 
Squigl videos meet the learning 
needs of nearly 95% of learners.

Your L&D content doesn’t have to 
be mundane, stale, or forgettable! 
 
Squigl videos is 6x more engaging 
than traditional videos, ensuring 
your L&D content is retained. 
Squigl interactive features such 
as quizzing and assesments 
ensure you keep track of training 
effectiveness.

Squigl video content is so cost 
effective because it uses AI to 
streamline workflow and condense 
media production timelines from 
months to days (or hours). 
 
Squigl enables you to provide 
employees with just-in-time video 
content to reduce per-employee 
costs 50-70%.

The world’s leading organizations 
boost their employee 
experience with Squigl!

888.684.4944 | sales@squiglit.com

Want to empower your L&D team?  
Learn more at squiglit.com/enterprise

https://app.squiglit.com/#/signup/user-info
http://squiglit.com/enterprise


YOUR STORIES. OUR PICTURES.

Easily create quick and engaging 
videos that pair simple graphics and 

audio for training and beyond.

Editing and customizing Squigl 
videos is easy. Our no-code video 
editor enables WYSIWG non-linear 

editing.  

You will find our customer 
experience team to be engaged, 
proactive, and truly invested in 

your success. 

Keep learners engaged with Squigl 
Interactive using links, skipping, 

quizzing and assessments.  

Upload any video into Squigl 
to make it interactive – add 

assessment builders and analytics 
– and level up your content.

Gain insights into your training 
content’s effectiveness with 

engagement metrics.  

Share your content in the flow of 
work, right to MS Teams and other 

modern workplace tools.  

Easily connect Squigl with your 
UCaaS platform, including leading 

MAM, LMS, LXP. 

Squigl enables user group 
management, SAML or Single 

Sign on for active directory, and 
additional xAPI benefits.

Storage and hosting are part of the 
deal. We have you covered with 

hosting and archive options.  

Share with your team for instant 
collaboration, project review, 

approvals, comments, and beyond. 

Squigl is used in over 180 countries 
and has localization options in 

over 39 languages to support your 
global team.  

Create interactive video content with Squigl.
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Talk to our video experts to apply for a pilot and 
start creating powerful learning content today.

https://squiglit.com/enterprise/#contact

